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HANDWINCHING. Anybody who has ever
cranked up a Strumech Versatower will attest
that it isn’t easy. Chris, G0DWV’s own 80ft
tower, with a Fulton 2500 winch, takes more
than 400 turns to take it from retracted to fully
extended - and your arm feels like it is dropping
off after a 30-minute session like that. Plus,
when you are luffing (tilting) it over, or putting it
back, you need to have eyes in the back of your
head to ensure that A) you are not snagging
any guy wires or wire antennas and B) you’re
not about to bury your £2,000 Yagi in the lawn!

So when David Bowyer, M1AEI at
Goodwinch in Crediton, Devon, offered two
of his tower winches for review Chris was
quick to jump at the chance – and roped
me in to help (no pun intended).

Goodwinch specialises in all sorts of
winches. David is a Land Rover fan and knows
more about winches that you can fit to off-road
vehicles than just about anyone else. His
company specialises in 12 and 24 volt DC
winches for just about every application
that you can imagine, from quad bikes to
huge military vehicles. He has now used his
knowledge to produce a 12V winch system
for radio towers that is powerful, reliable
and doesn’t break the bank.

The winches that he chose were his

waterproof, commercial TDS Goldfish series.
The pair of matching winches are similar,
but one is configured for facing downwards
for luffing, whereas the other facing upwards
for raising and lowering.

IN OPERATION. Each winch arrived in a large,
heavy-duty cardboard box. On opening the
boxes up we found a length of steel tower cable,
the hefty battery supply cable and some
galvanised steel spacer plates for the raising
and lowering model to place the winch away
from the tower to miss the front vertical tube
if need be. Also in the boxes were the winches
themselves, mounted on robust powder-coated
steel bases.

While one person could just about lift the
winch, I suggest you bring in some help. It is a
lot easier with two people and you’ll definitely
need a hand when it comes to offering the
winch up to the tower and bolting it into place.

From a safety point of view it pays to have
two people when lowering or raising a tower
anyway – see the sidebar.

The winches are fitted with series-wound
reversible motors, capable of up to 6HP. The
gear ratios are 254:1, which gives raising/
lowering and luffing speeds about the same
as hand cranking.

The winches come with detachable quick

release Anderson connectors for the 12V supply.
This means that you can locate the battery at
the base of the tower, put it in a nearby box or
shed or remove it completely, just connecting it
when you need it. You will need to buy a 12V
leisure battery as well. David recommends
a 75AH deep-cycle type that you can keep
float charged with an intelligent charger.

David supplied lengthy 7m heavy-duty
cables to allow Chris to place the battery in
his shed. The conductors were 35mm2 copper
welding cable and the battery connectors
were also supplied.

The winch as tested needed to have the
base plate drilled by Chris' father to match the
three Strumech Versatower mounting points,
but David is now supplying the base plate
pre-drilled for popular towers – talk to him
before you order to make sure it will fit yours.

We decided to use Chris’ existing tower
cables as they were in good condition, but if
you are in any doubt, use the new galvanised
wire ones supplied by Goodwinch – it isn’t
worth the risk.

WINCH OPERATION.We fitted the luffing
winch first and it was surprisingly easy. Once
the tower was down we disconnected the cable
from the manual winch, removed it and bolted
the newwinch in its place. The cable is secured
to the winch drum with a single Allen screw,
making sure that the wire rope is well secured.
If you are using the existing rope that was
supplied with the tower, you can go through
the hole once, around the drum and back
through again.

The winch operation is done using the
supplied waterproof plug-in hand controller.
It comes with a lengthy five metre (17 feet)
lead so that you can stand well away from
the tower. The control consists of a single
non-latching switch marked ‘Out’/’In’, showing
its vehicle origins.

Having wired everything up, we gingerly
pressed the ‘In’ button and the motor whirred
into action, taking up the slack cable. From
then on it was easy – once the slack was
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PHOTO 1: The contents of the winch boxes - everything you need, bar the battery.

PHOTO 2: The winches are fitted with series-
wound reversible motors. PHOTO 3: The manual winch before removal. PHOTO 4: Fitting the winches is quite easy.



taken up, the winch continued, taking the
tower slowly into the air.

We did notice that there is a little bit of
delay (or ‘run on’) from releasing the button
to the winch stopping as it doesn’t brake
immediately. But this isn’t a problem – you
just have to stop winching a split second
before you want it to stop.

Having fitted and tested the luffing winch,
which took no time at all, it was now time
to fit the other for raising and lowering the
tower. After unbolting the hand winch, lining
up the holes between the existing mounting
plate, the supplied spacers and the winch
mounting plate, it was soon bolted into
place ready to fit the wire rope.

Again we used the existing wire rope
as it was in good condition, saving both of
David’s wire ropes for future use.

Having secured the end of the wire rope
to the winch drum in the same way as the
luffing winch and taken up the slack, it was
absolutely brilliant to stand back and watch
the tower telescope up into the sky whilst
pressing the switch down on the hand
controller.

Just make sure when you are raising the
tower to the top, STOP WINCHING when
the flat plates line up just below the top of
the first section and lower back down onto
the safety flap.

When lowering, simply raise the tower
again for just two or three inches and pull
open the safety flap to lower the whole lot
down.

As with the luffing winch, keep the wire
rope slightly taut with the wraps of the wire
rope laid neatly on the winch drums.

On the raising winch it is the safety flap
that takes the load at whatever height, not
the winch rope. On the luffing winch, the
bottom safety pin locks the tower pright,
not the wire rope.

When luffing
down, you will
need a piece
of wood handy
to start the
tower moving
over until the
weight is fully
taken by the
wire rope and,
as I said before,
finger off the
button a short
time before you
actually want
it to come to
rest. David
recommends
his TDS-8.5

tower winch
system for
40’ and 60’
standard
Strumech
Versatowers
at £475 plus
carriage and
VAT. Alternatively,
for heavy duty
60’, 80’ &
100’ towers,
especially
with heavy
head loads,
his TDS 12.0
system is more
appropriate
at £525 plus

carriage and VAT. These prices are each
for either raising / lowering or luffing
applications.

I think the whole experience was best
summed up by Chris' statement “It’s a hell of
a lot easier than doing it by hand.” Too true!

If you have a tower it will make a world
of difference. Our thanks to Goodwinch
(www.goodwinch.com) for supplying both
winches for review. The telephone number
is 01363 82666; ask to speak to David.
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WINCH SAFETY
Tower and winches can be a dangerous
combination and here are some safety tips:

1. When winching stand well clear of the
tower and any antenna.

2. Make sure that you and anyone working
with you are not standing in a dangerous
position should a cable fail.

3. When lowering or raising a tower be careful
to ensure that any guy wires and wires
antennas do not foul or snag anything.

4. A winch is powerful – it could easily
damage your tower, cable or antennas
should something bind, so make sure
everything is in excellent working order.

5. If you are in any doubt as to the integrity
of your tower cables, replace them.

6. If possible, do not perform any winching
operation on your own.

PHOTO 6: A neat installation and a lot easier than hand cranking.
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PHOTO 5: Take care when raising or lowering your tower.


